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Overview

Goal: perform approximate posterior inference for finite and
infinite Gaussian mixture models under time and memory
constraints

Method: variational inference with coresets

Contributions: a novel coreset construction algorithm for
posterior inference for BGMM and DPGMM

Why Coresets?

Coresets are weighted subsets of the data, with strong
performance guarantees for a specific problem.
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Fig. 1. Posterior means and covs of DPGMM on the full data, coreset and uniform subsample of size 2%

strong coreset [3, 6] lightweight coreset [1]

Coresets for VI in BGMM and DPGMM Experiments and Discussion

Fig. 3. Relative approximation error of the
held-out log likelihood with coresets and
uniform sampling under DPGMM. Optimization
via weighted CAVI.

Fig. 4. Speedup-accuracy tradeoff, with
coreset construction time included

•same coreset construction as for K-Means [1] works for BGMM
and DPGMM

•coresets help if sampling distribution q has low entropy ← the
data is not evenly spread out

•coresets offer a N/M reduction in runtime and memory
•but VI converges with fewer iterations on the coreset
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Algorithm 1 Coreset for GMM

Input: X data set, M summary

size

µ =
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N

PN
n=1 xn

for x 2 X do

q(x) = 1
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2
PN
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end for

C  sample M points with prob-

ability q(x) from X and assign

weights �
x

=

1
M ·q(x)

return Coreset C

•coresets constructed for the log-
likelihood can be used for posterior
inference [4]

• the size of previous coresets for GMM
log-likelihood [5] depends on

•integration over GMM parameter space

is problematic
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Corollary. Similar approximation guarantee holds for the ELBO.

üthe dependence on in the error guarantee and not on the coreset size
→ suitable both for ML and posterior inference in (B)GMMs.
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of DPGMM

truncated	VI	for	DPMM	[2]:	truncated	q	at	T

handle	infinite	mixtures

1

1E⇠q[ ] Alg 1	works	for		DPGMM	too

Alg 1 can be used with weighted: ü CAVI ü SVI ü ADVI ü BBVI

easy to 
sample

N/M 
speedup

theoretical 
guarantees

captures large 
components

captures small 
components

coreset ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

uniform ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

repeat

...

for n = 1 to N do

for t = 1 to T do
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end for

renormalize �n

�n = �n�n . weight modification

end for

until convergence


